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Gao Yang had written fiction for 30 years, and had created nearly 60 historical novels 
which are composed by 25 million words. The historical novels of Gaoyang have drawn 
their materials from a wide range, and their time is from the pre-Qin to the Early Republic 
of China, which panoramic reproduced a historical picture of social life. in ancient 
Chinese. His historical novels created hundreds and thousands of vivid characters. To 
create successful and typical characters is the artistic object of Gaoyang .  
In the mature period of Gao Yang’s historical novels writing, he created three series of 
novel: the most important Cixi series, the most widely sold and greatest influence Hu 
Xueyan series, the most talented Cao Xueqin series. In Hu Xueyan series and Cao Xueqin 
series, Gao Yang created Mrs.Zhen, Qiuyue, and Mrs.Luosi as "female hotshots" in family. 
This thesis focus on the three image of "female hotshots", first is a character analysis , 
which from two aspects including their external and internal character to sum up the 
features of characters in this type. second, this thesis will use Gaoyang’s unique view of 
history, ethics and creative concept to explore the relationship between these concepts and 
Gaoyang’s "female hotshots" image. The third part of this thesis will sort out the image of 
"female hotshots" in the literature of Ming and Qing Dynasty, especially from the Dream 
of Red Mansions, exploring the heritage relationship Gao Yang had taken when he created 
the image of "female hotshots". At last is the Summary, which will show us the "female 
hotshots" image how to rich the female image in the gallery of Chinese Literature. 
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第一章  高阳笔下家庭中“女能人”的外在行为与内在性格 
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